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Tie dye techniques for hoodies

We had fun making our own tie dye hoodie! This project was extremely fun to do, and required just a few supplies and a little basic knowledge to put it all together! I'm super excited to teach you how to tie a hood! I have two high school students in my house at the moment. And as any high school parent will tell you,
hoodies are standard suits for them all year round. Hood and jeans, hood and track pants, hoodie and shorts. No matter the season, all they seem to want to wear is a hoodie. Add the growing popularity of tie dye lately, and this tie dye hoodie design is perfect for teens in your life. I do not recommend letting children or
adolescents do this project without supervision. Links in this post can be affiliate links, which means I can earn a commission if you make a purchase from any of them. You can read my full exemption HERE. Tie Dye Hoodie: What you'll need supply list: Let's break down supplies so you know exactly what you'll need
here. Of course, to make a tie dye hoodie, you'll need a white hooded sweatshirt. We like a basic and cheap brand of Hanes or Gildan for that. You will want to look for one with a high cotton content, as cotton takes the dye better than other fibers. You can pick up a gread hood for this project here: With regard to the tie
dye kits go, I really like the tulip line of products. They are easy to use and their kits usually come with everything you need, even even disposable and elastic gloves. We used this kit because I *LOVED* the bright colors. NOTE: Do not let the price of this kit scare you. We actually did at least five different designs with
this kit, which is a lot considering that this tie dye sweatshirt design used a lot of dye. You can order the kit here: As for the baking shelves, I know it looks strange, but they come very useful. I was able to do the whole dye process in my kitchen sink with these racks. They keep the item you are dying high to avoid
bleeding by other colors. More on this later in the post! If you already have some stackable racks that will bring your design more than an inch off the surface, GREAT!! If not, these Wilton racks are the exact ones I have and work great. You can also order them here: You'll also need some disposable gloves to protect
your hands and a garbage bag to let the tie dye hood absorb. Preparing your sweatshirt You will want to start this design by washing your hood. This will take away any chemicals or softeners that may have been put on clothes. Don't take the hood. Leave it moist. The use of a wet sweatshirt makes it easier for the dye to
penetrate the fibers of the workpiece. Now you will want to fold your shirt to the desired effect of tie dye. There are tons of ways to do We use a spiral method of folding the shirt to get the swirling effect on the tie dye sweatshirt. Tulip has a great tutorial on this HERE. Make sure the shirt is securely fastened with rubber
bands or ties. Just make sure that it goes way you doubled. Tie Dye Sweatshirt: Applying the color This is the very fun part of the tie dye hooding process. You will want to do this step in an area that will not be damaged by the dye. Some people do it outside or use big bathtubs. I used our stainless steel kitchen sink. This
is where the baking sheets come in! Using the baking dish, the dye is able to just drip down to the bottom instead of settling in and mixing with other colors where you don't want to. By keeping it off the surface, you can avoid unintentional mixing of colors. So you'll want to set up your rack, and put your wet hood and
folded on top of it. Mix your dye according to the package instructions, making sure to wear your gloves! Now you can apply your color! We applied our weather-shaped to achieve that spiral look we were going for. Be sure to dye the front and back of the hood, using plenty of paint! You don't want to forget one side and
end up with a very strange pattern. I felt like I used a dye ton on this thing. But my end result could probably have used even more color. Be liberal with the use of dye if you want lots of color in your finished product. And now we wait... After you have finished applying the color to your tie dye hood, wrap it in plastic to
keep it moist. We put ours in a plastic garbage bag and tie the end. Now you can wait... Our instructions say to let the dye sit for 6 to 8 hours, but we actually did more like 20, since we let our sit overnight. This ensures that the dye defines and actually adhers to the fibers of the fabric. I know waiting stinks, but you'll have
much more vibrant colors if you wait. If you want a more pastel look for your colors, wait a shorter time. Final Steps After we let our tie dye hoods sit in the trash bag overnight, we were finally able to break into it. Again, you will want to do this in an area that will not be damaged by the dye. I opened mine in the sink of my
stainless steel kitchen. Do not remove the rubber bands yet!! Next, you need to rinse as much dye as you can from the shirt while it is still packaged. This will help prevent areas you don't want accidentally dyed. I took my time, rinsing and squeezing each section as individually as I could. You'll want to keep rinsing until
the water is clean when you squeeze it. Then unpack your shirt. If you are using scissors to cut the rubber bands, make sure that you are very careful and do not cut the shirt. This is your first glimpse of your finished product!! It's super gratifying! Give the shirt another rinse and tighten, just to remove any residual dye.
Again, do this until the water is clean. Once happy that you rinse it thoroughly, you will want to wash your tie dye sweatshirt in the washing machine with just a little detergent. Once washed, you can throw your tie dye hood in the dryer or hang it to dry. Whatever you normally do with it. Now you're ready to use! O O
Hoodie, you don't love it?!?! My teenager was excited about our final results. She now proudly wears her unique tie dye hood all the time. For the first time you wash the hood after using it, I would recommend washing it yourself, just in case any residual dye is still left. Have you ever made a tie dye hoodie or a tie dye
sweatshirt? I would love to see your results! Looking for other fun clothing designs? Check out these other amazing tutorials: Preparation time 15 minutes Active time 1 hour 30 minutes Additional time 8 hours Total time 9 hours 45 minutes Difficulty Cost Easy/Moderate Estimated Cost $20 White Hooded Tie Dye Kit
Disposable Gloves Trash Bag Wash your hood as you would regularly. Don't dwell. Fold the wet hood in the desired configuration and secure with rubber bands or ties. Find a workspace that is not damaged by the dye. Mix the dye according to the package instructions. Place the cooking rack and place the packaged
hood on top. Apply the dye to the shirt, letting excess dye drain from the racks. Put the shirt in the garbage bag to keep the moisture. Leave the shirt in the bag for 6 to 8 hours or according to the package instructions of your tie dye kit. Remove the shirt from the bag in a place that will not be damaged by the dye. Keeping
the shirt packed, rinse until the water clears. Unpack shirt and rinse again until the water shones. Wash yourself in the washing machine with a small amount of detergent. Seam as normal and use! WARNING: Dye is harmful to surfaces and clothing. Wear old clothes and work in a space that will not be damaged by the
dye. I do not recommend this project to children. How to Make a DIY Tie Dye Hoodie! 1 Place a plastic tablecloth on a large table to prevent stains and spills. The tie dyeing process can get very messy, so it's best to put a plastic tablecloth on a large table to reduce spills and prevent dyes from tarnishing your furniture. [1]
Pin or pin it down so that it doesn't change while working with the hood. Consider tying the hood in the garage or on a folding table in the backyard so you don't accidentally stain anything important at home. 2 Mix the dye fixer with water in a large bucket to make the dye stick. The dye has a habit of disappearing over
time, so mix 3-4 c (180 ml) of dye fixator for 1 us gal (3.8 L) of water in a bucket. For a natural dye fixer, use soda ash, but if you don't mind using chemicals, opt for sodium carbonate. [2] You can buy dye fixer in craft stores. Wear rubber gloves throughout the tie dye process to avoid irritation of various components and
dyes. Use a large bucket or bowl instead of a small one to tie a hood, unlike a t-shirt or a small piece of clothing, a hood takes up a lot of space. If you get any solution in your eyes, wash it with water. If it starts to seem especially painful, contact your poison control line. 3 Wash and twist your white cotton hood to get rid
of oils and dirt. Put your white hood on the washer for in a rotation cycle, then put it in the dryer or twist it by hand if you don't want to wait too long to move on. This allows the hood to absorb as much dye as possible, and it will get rid of oils that can affect the tie dye design. [3] A white cotton hood is better as the
patterns and dyes show through much more clearly. Feel free to wear a colorful hood, but stay away from the dark colors and consider how the base color of the hood will blend with the chosen dyes. 4 Immerse the hood in the dye fixer solution for 5 to 10 minutes. Place the hood in the dye and water fixer mixture and
soak it for about 5 to 10 minutes, or until it is completely saturated. Twisting the shirt out, and putting it flat on the plastic tablecloth. You can reuse the same solution for additional things that you would like to tie dye! [4] 5 Prepare a bucket of warm water of 3 us gal (11 L) and add dye. Make water as hot as you would use
for a baby's bath — around 90-98°F (32-37°C). Mix about 2 to 4 tablespoons (5 to 10 g) of the chosen powdered procion dye and mix it with a metal spoon until the dye is completely dissolved. [5] If you want to add various colors to the hood, prepare additional buckets of warm water and dye to keep the colors separate.
Add more dye powder to create stronger tones, or less dye powder for soft colors. 1 Create a single-color swirl by twisting the center of the hood. With your hood placed on the plastic tablecloth, hold the center of the hood between your armpits and twist in one direction until the hood is grouped together. Tie 5 or 6 rubber
bands around the outside of the hood to keep the swirl intact. Soak it in the bucket of dye solution for about 30 minutes to 1 hour. [6] The folds on the rotating hood will not absorb nearly as much dye as the exposed areas, creating a white swirl in the middle of the hood spiraling out! 2 Make a bull eye pattern by pinching
the center of the hood with rubber bands. Tighten the center of your hood, grabbing the front and back in the same motion, and lift the fabric about 2.5 cm upwards. Fix an elastic band firmly around the ascent, then continue applying spaced elasticbands 1 in (2.5 cm) away down until the entire hood is wrapped in a
cylindrical shape. Then dip the hood for 30 minutes to 1 hour. [7] Do not pull fabric through the rubber areas, instead pulling the top of the cylinder up to bring the rest of the hood with it, and apply rubber bands as you go. You will end up with a center circle with larger circles around you, like a target! 3 Create a
multicolored diagonal track by folding the accordion style. From a lower corner of your hood, bend toward the opposite shoulder about 2 in (5.1 cm). Then turn the hood over and fold it another 2 in (5.1 cm). Continue turning the hood and folding the corner until it is just a rectangle of 5.1 cm and connect tightly elastic
severy 1 cm (2.5 cm) to hold it together. To achieve the soak half the rubber hood in a bucket of paint for 30 minutes, then soak the other half in a different color for 30 minutes. Your hood will come out with two diagonal halves of color with white and parallel lines scattered every 2 cm (5.1 cm)! 4 Create a solar flare
pattern by pinching the hood and using liquid dye. Tighten the hood fabric by grabbing the front and rear fabric in one motion, and secure the pinched area with tight elastics. Keep doing this at different points until you are satisfied with the number of solar bursts. Apply procion liquid dye on the unpined parts of the hood
first, then squeeze just a few drops on top of each rubber area. [9] It is super easy to use multiple colors for solar explosion patterns. Switch the color of the fabric and the solar bursts dripping a complementary dye in the pinched area! You don't need to use the dye bucket for this pattern, but if you don't have liquid dye
procion, it will do the job very well – although it doesn't come out as saturated in color. Soak it for 30 minutes to 1 hour in the paint bucket. 1 Let the hood sit, wrapped in rubber bands, for up to 2 hours. When you are done soaking the hood in paint, do not remove the rubber bands and let it sit on a plastic tablecloth or
outside for 2 hours. This allows dyes to place themselves deep in the hood fabric, and also makes it easier to wash excess dye later without greatly affecting the color. If you want the colors to saturate even more, leave the hood overnight. Consider wrapping the hood in plastic as it sits down to prevent spills and stains
as the dye fixes and drains liquid. [10] 2 Remove the rubber bands and wash the hood until the water runs clean. In a large sink or in the bath, pass the hood under cold water until there is no more dye passing. This washes out any excess dye and the cold water deepens the saturation of the dye that has taken over.
[11] It may be beneficial to start with slightly hot water and gradually turn it into cold ice, as it washes more dye at first, but this can also cause the dye to bleed if the water is too hot. 3 Wash the hood in the washing machine and allow to dry. After washing it with cold water, place the hood in the washing machine alone in
a cold cycle using regular detergent. [12] It can take several washes, but after it comes out free of bloody dye, put it in the dryer, and enjoy your new hooddyed tie! Do not use an extra-powerful or specialized detergent as it may cause dye bleeding if it is not fully defined. Opt for normal and run-of-the-mill laundry soap to
clean it and ready to use! Ask a thank you question! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Procion dyes (liquid or powder) White cotton hood Plastic table cloth 3-4 c (180 ml) of rubber dye-fixing gloves Multiple 3 buckets of gal (11 L) of three dollars Elastic Washing machine Regular laundry soap Plastic wrapped (optional)
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